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About This Game

This new Sherlock Holmes game sends us to 19th Century London where Arséne Lupin, a young French burglar with an
impressive track record, has just challenged Scotland Yard and the most famous of detectives - Sherlock Holmes.

  This new adventure offers gamers tremendous freedom and an even stronger sense of involvement through real-time 3D. The
game invites you to visit 19th century London in all its splendor and to travel through superb decors which have been faithfully

reproduced.
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Features

The magnificent city of London with all its most famous monuments (Buckingham Palace, the British Museum, the
National Gallery, the Tower of London...), is faithfully created for the scenes of investigation

Meet the Queen of England in a very private interview.

Interact with more than 40 characters to further your inquiry.

Take turns being the famous detective, Sherlock Holmes, and his faithful friend, Doctor Watson.

Use and combine more than 100 objects and discover hundreds of clues and documents to help you bring the
investigation to its conclusion.
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Title: Sherlock Holmes - Nemesis
Genre: Adventure, RPG
Developer:
Frogwares
Publisher:
Frogwares
Release Date: 14 Apr, 2008

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum: 

Supported OS: WINDOWS XP SP2/VISTA

Processor: PENTIUM3/ATHLON 1.3 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 64 MB DIRECTX 9 COMPATIBLE GRAPHICS CARD

DirectX Version: DirectX 9.0 or Higher

Sound: DIRECTX 9 COMPATIBLE SOUND CARD

Hard Drive: 3 GB HARD DISK SPACE

English,French,Italian,German,Russian
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Game is called Secret Wars, but i cant find Dr. Doom or Galactus anywhere. Great arcadey style flying game anyway. 8/10..
Enough...no more. i boight for 46 sense
. Good DLC is if you want to be a cowboy with that six shooter. Yes, it goes into perk slot, but if you've just started playing -
you won't have much perks whatsoever. Also quite handy in Black Box retrieval situations.

Basically, if you're a crowd man - do not buy this DLC. If you want to play the game instead of hating it - pick it up so you have
more options in your secondary slot. I did that, and I don't complain.. If you want to start your journey with bullet hell genre, this
game is great choice. It's certainly easier than the other STGs on Steam and the graphics are much cleaner which makes dodging
bullets easier.

Are there any downsides? Firstly, I don't really understand why there isn't any bomb system. Seriously, it's one of the core elements
of bullet hells. It kinda feels like playing FPS without crouching and jumping. Secondly, the game balance is a bit broken. It's not
like it breaks your experience completly, but it certainly interrupts flow of the gameplay. For example - let's take third level (I'm
talking about hard and extreme difficulty). At the beginning the game literally grabs you and smashes you to the ground. You have
barely any space to move because bullets are everywhere plus it's really easy to fly into enemy ships coming from bottom of the
screen. However, the boss is certainly the easiest one in the game, barely any challenge.

I really lke this game, though. It just needed more polishing before release.. This is a fairly routine point and click/hidden object
adventure game.

It's got a hint mode which helps.

Unfortunately the game doesn't properly support widescreen so you get a distorted aspect ratio, which detracts from any enjoyment
you might get as an ultracasual puzzle gamer.

Also it seems a bit Anne Rice which some people might like.
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fun for a few. uninspired, repetitve gameplay with quests that are unrewarding and basically pointless. has some odd bugs such
as quests being given out of order and completing themselves and occasional frame rate drop issues when a "boss" type appears
on the screen. upgrades feel weightless and thus continued playing and\/ or grinding becomes quickly tedious.

I recommend looking for another twin stick shooter, but if you really want to buy it.. buy it only for a few bucks at most.. MIT
license means developers respect our rights.

This is much more important than that game isn't as much fun as other games or problems that aren't solved yet or lack of
content or anything else.
Just because of this, the game deserve more love!

Now give it your love and give your money to these nice and completely fair developers.. Simple short game. But was
challenging at first until you get used to the handling of the helicopter. For the price, fun to play and have in your library.. the
game will make you sick in under 5 min.. Hidden object game, o.k if you like that sort of thing but I don't, slow and boring.
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